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and the jury CO\lld riot have been .IQlsled into 8Upp()sing that they
might find the defendant guilty of.making false entries with intent
to deceive lilny officer bfthe or guilty of any other offense
with which he was not charged in the indictment.
It is contended. by counsel for the defendant that the evidence in

the case was insufficient to justify the verdict; Without reviewing
the evidence in detail, it will be sufficient to say that in my judgment
the verdicts upon both trials were fully justified. The motion for a
new trial will be denielL
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DOIG v. SUTHERLAND et aI.

(Circuit Oourt, S. D. New York. May 18, 1898.)

1 PATENTS-OPERATrvE DEvICE-RmcONSTRUOTWN. OF CLAIMS.
If a claim can be interpreted so as to describe a practical device only

by striking out a portion thereof. and transposing other ·words, this cannot
be done as against the public, especially where it has been allowed to
stand for 10 years· without taking measures for its correction.

2. MACHINES.
The Doig & Smith patents, Nos. 276,639 and 342,268, for box-nailing ma-

chines, construed, and the former held not infringed as to claims 4 and 7,
and the latter held valid and infringed as to claims 1, 3, 5, and 6, and void
as to claim 2 for want of novelty.

This was a suit in equity by William S. Doig against Eugene
Sutherland and the John J. Hayes Machine Company for alleged
infringements of certain patents relating to machines for nailing
boxes.
Wilson W. Hoover and Charles G. Coe, for complainant.
George M.Brooks and Wm. Raimond Baird, for defendants.

TOWN8END, District Judge. The patents in suit, 276,639,
dated May 1, 1883, and 342,268, dated May 18, 1886, granted to
complainant and one Thomas L. Smith, relate to a series of devices
used in machines for nailing boxes, the great desideratum therein
being economy of time. These machines comprise generally a nail
pan for receiving the nails, nail ways for conducting them to the
cut-outs, a cut-out so .. arranged as to separate individual nails and

in the nail chutes, and other devices not necessary to
be here\cpnsidered, The complainant, by his later patent, No. 342,-
268, improved on the prior art by· introducing into the nail chutes
a ser.ies.of overlapping joints in the nail ways in place of the earlier
flush JOInt, and, in connection therewith, open journals for the
bearings of said nail ways, thus insuring better delivery, and ob-
viating the objections of breakage. These two improvements, oper-
ating together, were especililly useful in enabling the machine to
automatically free itself, when it became clogged from damaged
nails, thus promoting certainty of operation. This construction
is covered by claims 1 and 3 of said patent No. 342,268, which are
as follows:
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. In,.4 substantially as, described, a nall.supply pan,.s O,artanged in rear 'cif the device, P, and l1aving. pivots, 0,
supported in open journals, p', thesald pivots being arranged tei freely
When the nail·feedlng device clogged, as herein set forth."
"(3) The combination, with a naIl·feedlng mechanism provided with plates

forming naH ways, of a nall-supplypan, also having plates in Its bottom
forming naIl ways, the said supply pan being pivoted In :the automatic ver-
tically adjustable bearings at the rear· of the nail-feeding mechanism, sub-
stantially as and tor the purpose described-"
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The defendants use overlapping joints, but do not use open jour.
nals. Instead thereof, they use conical screws, which, in the }at'
of the wear of the machine, necessarily loosen, and thus makE'
loose joints, which are then the equivalent in operation of the open
journals of complainant. No reason is suggested for this unme-
chanical and defective construction, and the only effect thereof
is to permit this loose motion, and thus to obtain the advantage,.,
of the complainant's patent. The defendants' machine infringes
said claims 1 and 3.
That the patent to Sullivan does not anticipate complainant's

construction, is admitted. That Rogers' patent does not antidpate
is satisfactorily proved, because, among other reasons, not only do
the drawings and models show that it had no overlap, but, even
if it could have had an overlap, it could not have been, in any sense,
the overlap of the patent in suit. In complainant's patent, there
is no claim which covers the combination of overlapping joint and
open journal. Claim 2 of said patent, for the overlapping joint
alone, is void for lack of patentable novelty.
Claims 5 and 6" of said later patent cover a construction of way

plates so arranged in series as to be adjustable laterally in rela·
tion to each other, said way plates being arranged in the form of
two frames operated upon laterally by screws in such a way as to
adjust said machine to various sizes of nails. By this arrange·
ment each way plate was adjusted to the same size as the others
during its entire length by the operation of a pair of screws. Said
claims are as follows:
"(5) The combination, in a nail·feeding mechanism, of a frame or support

provided with a series of way plates with a second frame or support, also
provided with a series of way plates, the way plates of the said frames or
supports being arranged to act in pairs to form nail ways, one series being
adjustable in relation to the other laterally, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

87F.-63
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"(6) The combination, with the nalM'eedlng mechanism, of a pair of way
plates supporting frames adjustable laterally one In relation to the other, and
the frame-adjusting screws, substantially as shown and described."

The defendants' claim that this construction is anticipated by
the prior Swan patent is not supported, for the following, among
other reasons: The Swan patent was issued in 1876,-10 years
before the patent in suit. It was a mere paper patent. It is
not capable of successful practical operation. Its specifications
and drawings do not correspond, and the model introduced in evi-
dence is neither like the specification nor the drawings, and is not
shown to be like the patent-office model. If it had been an easy
thing, as defendants' counsel argues, to construct from the Swan
device the device of the patent in suit, it would seem, considering
the manifest advantages resulting from such construction, that some
one would have discovered it during the 10 years before the grant
of the later patent in suit. The Swan device does not show a
rigid frame. Its screws work separately, and it therefore does not
provide the means for simultaneous adjustment of a frame by a
single operation, which characterizes the complainant's device.
The defendants use a device patented to one of their officers

some 10 years after the issuance of complainant's patent. This
device i!'l practically the construction of the complainant's patent
plus a cam used in connection with its screws, and is equivalent
thereof, or at most an improvement thereon. I find that claims
5 and 6 are valid, and are infringed by defendants.
Complainant contends that claims 4 and 7 of the earlier patent

of 1883-No. 276,639-are infringed. The fourth claim covers what
are known as "supplementary track plates," and is as follows:
"(4) The combination, with the track plates, of the supplementary track

plates, g', arranged below them to form a guide track for the bodies of the
nails, substantially as and for the purposes set forth."

These track plates are guides fastened below the main nail plates
for the purpose of holding the nails in a vertical position in their
downward passage towards the nail chutes, and especially of re-
sisting the action of the pin or cut-out when it passes horizontally
between the nails. In view of the prior art as shown by the Swan
and Rogers patents, I think that this device does not involve inven-
tion. In the earlier device there were no supplemental guide plates,
but the guide plates themselves were constructed so as to operate
on the same principle. All that the complainant did was to fasten
a couple of pieces onto the bottom of a guide plate constructed
substantially according to the guide plates of the prior art for
the purposes above stated. In any event, and as the defendants'
construction differs from that of complainant, and in view of the
prior art, said fourth claim cannot be so broadened as to embrace
the defendants' construction. This claim, therefore, is not infringed.
Claim 7 of said patent is as follows, and is intended to cover a

contrivance which defendants admit involved invention, and which
they would infringe if said claim were properly worded:
"(7) In a machine for feeding nails to a nailing machine, the tilting hopper,

arranged to be lowered at one nailing operation and raised at the next by
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means of the cross-head, C, of the nalllng machine, and the main shaft and
crank which reciprocate it, a crank, h', driven from the main shaft, which
drives the cross-heads, C, and at half the speed of said main shaft, and a
connector, which couples the hopper with the said crank, h', whereby the said
hopper is permitted to stand at rest in each position during the interval be-
tween nailing operations, sUbstantially as set forth."

The invention consisted in an arrangement of the machine for
so feeding the nails to the nail plates that they would not become
clogged, and would not be drawn out. This is accomplished by
means of the main shaft and crank and other mechanisms, which
the claim states has been accomplished "by means of the cross-
head, C, of the nailing machine," etc. The hopper is not raised
or lowered by means of said cross-head in either the complainant's
or defendants' machine. Complainant's expert admits that said claim
can only be interpreted so as to describe a practical device by striking
out a portion thereof, and transposing other words therein. It
should not be so construed as against the public, especially as com·
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plainant has left it for 10 years without taking any measures for its
correction. The. defendants do not infringe said claim.
Let a decree be entered for an injunction against both defend-

ants, and for an accounting against the defendant corporation as
to claims 1, 3, 5, and 6 of patent No. 342,268, and in favor ,of de-
fendants as to claims 2 of patent No. 342,268, and claims 4 and 7
of patent No. 276,639 j without costs to either party.

CONSOLIDATED CAR HEATING CO. v. GOLD CAR HEATING CO. et al.
SAME v. GOLD STREET CAR HEATING CO. et al.

(Circuit Court, S. D. New York. May 26, 1898.)

1. PATENTS-PRIOR ADJUDICATIONS IN OTHER CIRCUITS.
An adjudication by a circuit court of appeals sustaining a patent, and

construing its claims, will be followed by a circuit court in another cir-
cuit, unless some new evidence is presented, of such a character as might
fairly be supposed to be calculated to induce a different decision if it had
been produced before that court.

2. SAME-VALIDITY-ELECTRIC CAR HEATERS.
The McElroy patent, No. 500,288, for an electrlcal heater for street-rail-

way cars, held valid and infringed, on motion for preliminary injunction.

These were suits in equity brought by the Consolidated Car Heat-
ing Company against the Gold Car Heating Company and others and
against the Gold Street Car Heating Company and others, respective-
ly, for alleged infringement of letters patent No. 500,288, issued June
27, 1893, to the complainant, as assignee of James F. McElroy. The
causes w.ere heard on motions for preliminary injunction.
Frederick P. Fish, for the motion.
Henry 'fhompson, opposed.

LACOMBE, Circuit Judge. Well-settled practice in this circuit
would seem to leave little doubt as to the proper disposition to be
made of these motions. The patent in suit, upon a voluminous rec-
ord, and after careful argument, has been sustained, and its claims
construed, by the circuit court of appeals in the First circuit, in
Consolidated Car Heating Co. v. West End St. Ry. Co., 29 C. C. A.
386, 85 Fed. 662. That construction is to be followed here, unless
this presents some new evidence, of such a character as might
fairly be supposed to be calculated to induce a different decision,
had such evidence been before the court which heard the earlier
cause. The only new evidence introduced on this hearing consists
of the Joule "demonstration," the Pulvermacher British patent, and
the Gold steam heater. None of these seem entitled to any especial
consideration. They are clearly not "anticipations," and, considered
as "suggestions," they deal rather with form than with substance.
The construction which the circuit court of appeals gave to the first
claim, therefore, will be followed here. Such construction covers
mechanical equivalents which embody the substantial invention of
the patent. The device of defendants is obviously a close mechanical


